
Call for submissions for the RAS China 2024 Journal:

The RAS China Journal is now receiving submissions for the 2024 edition. Authors

intending to submit an article must send an abstract or article outline to the editor

before 31 March 2024, and completed articles will be due 15 June 2024.

The journal generally comprises original unpublished research and observations, essays,

book reviews, and other items of interest to our readership. Translations from Chinese into

English are also welcome. The scope of the journal is broad, informing readers about life in

China and Asia – past, present and future.

Although authors are welcome to write about any subject of interest to Asia scholars,

please note that material contravening the guidelines established by the Chinese

government for speech and publications will not be accepted.

For more information about the Royal Asiatic Society and the Journal, please visit

https://ras-china.org//

You can view past examples of the RAS China Journal at the Royal Asiatic Society China

Reading Room at Dongan Lu #888, West Bund, Shanghai. It holds an almost complete set of

journals going back to 1858, which document the earliest years of the expatriate community

in Shanghai, and the Royal Asiatic Society’s history in Shanghai.

You can see the guidelines for author submissions below. Please feel free to contact

Journal Editor Melinda Liu at raschina@ras-china.org for more information.

GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

The Royal Asiatic Society China (RAS) publishes the RAS China Journal annually in print
and online. The journal comprises original research articles, essays and book reviews on
topics of Asian scholarship, with a focus on China.

mailto:raschina@ras-china.org


All articles must be original and previously unpublished. Articles should be between

3,000 and 8,000 words, including notes and references. Book reviews should

contain no more than 2,500 words.

Authors wishing to have their work considered for inclusion in this year’

s journal should first submit, no later than 31 March 2024, an abstract or outline of

the intended article to the journal editor, Melinda Liu at: raschina@ras-china.org

Authors should follow the Modern Humanities Research Association (MHRA) Style

Guide when preparing articles, to ensure consistency of style. The MHRA Style

Guide is an easy to use and comprehensive guide, and is available as a free

download at http://www.mhra.org.uk/style/ Please ensure that British English

spelling and grammar rules are used. Articles should be submitted as Word or

Pages documents (.doc, .docx, .pages).

 It is the responsibility of an author to obtain any necessary permission for quotation

of copyrighted material and for image usage. The author should ensure that

permission to reproduce material in all territories and all media (e.g. print and

electronic) is granted.

The text of articles submitted for consideration should be formatted using double-

spaced 12-point Times New Roman font. The title of the article and the author’s

name should be printed in bold at the top of the document.

The document file name should include the author’s surname and brief reference to

the article’s title.

Articles should include a reference list to acknowledge work cited, placed at the end

of the article and titled “References”. The JRAS does not use bracketed references

in the body of an essay. Instead, superscript numbers are used to indicate where

other authors’ works are cited in the text, which appear at the end of the article in

the Reference section, in the order that they were cited. The reference entries must

contain the full reference for the work cited, following the comprehensive

guidelines given in the MHRA.

 In addition to numbered references indicating citations of other authors’ works

within the text, authors may use footnotes to add brief explanatory notes that will

be displayed at the bottom of the relevant page. Authors are requested to keep

explanatory footnotes to an absolute minimum.



Authors submitting essays, which employ a more general tone, may prefer to include

a bibliography of appropriate works to inform further reading, in lieu of a

reference list.

All articles are to include an abstract of up to 180 words. The abstract should

introduce the major aspects of the article and provide context.

Authors may include images in colour or black and white. In the printed edition,

images will appear in black and white, but colour reproductions will be available in

the online version. All images should be supplied in separate, well-labelled files in

formats such as jpeg or png, and should have a resolution of at least 300 dpi (images

should be as large as possible). Images should be labelled as “Figures”, and listed

in numerical order. A text note in the body of the article should indicate the desired

position of each image (eg: [Fig. 1 here]).

Authors should also include a brief introduction about themselves, including

professional and/or academic background and any personal information that

relates to their article. This should be no more than a couple of paragraphs

(approximately 150 words), and may be edited by the editor to fit with the style of

the journal. Authors should not include a CV or a self-portrait photograph.

Article submission final deadline: 15 June 2024. Please note that authors intending to

submit must send an abstract or article outline to the editor before 31 March 2024.

For further information about the Royal Asiatic Society China Journal and submission

of articles, please email the journal editor Melinda Liu at raschina@ras-china.org
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